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INTRODUCTION

Migrate and Modernize to The Cloud in 60 Days

Recent years have seen a rapid uptick in the number of businesses utilizing the cloud to store data and
applications. This speaks to a modern understanding that it’s simply prudent to protect a business by
storing pertinent information in the safest way possible; it just so happens that the safest way to store that
information is in the cloud.
Given the modern emphasis on security, cloud migration has obviously become a top priority for businesses
of all sorts, but that is not to say that it’s a simple undertaking, particularly for those who have already
established on-premise systems.
When migrating to the cloud, the ability to move and achieve business value fast is a critical differentiator.
Organizations begin to lose momentum, and executive buy-in wanes if progress stalls. When results are
realized too slowly (or aren’t properly quantified and communicated), the business case for migration
weakens—potentially jeopardizing the project’s financing and support.
As of 2020, more than 90% of enterprises have adopted a cloud service of some sort; with that overwhelming
proportion in mind, it’s hardly a surprise that the public cloud service market is projected to reach a value
of $266 billion in 2020 as well.
Beyond simply outsourcing storage, cloud computing is a major component of this shift as well; it’s expected
that more than 80% of enterprise workloads will be completed through the cloud before the end of 2020.
All of this points to one central conclusion: if a business has not already focused time and resources on
cloud migration, then they are behind the trend. This is a pivotal moment in which businesses must adapt
in order to stay relevant; fortunately, there are concrete ways to do just that.
Over the last 13 years, AWS and Rivet Logic have helped hundreds of organizations migrate applications to
the cloud to reduce costs, improve operational resiliency, gain business agility, and build a foundation for
rapid innovation. Based on this experience, this white paper will discuss why cloud migration has become
the overarching standard in the world of business, how AWS specifically stands apart from other services
in this space and strategize for modernization that businesses looking to move away from legacy systems
can adopt within 60 days.
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The world of business has changed materially in the digital
age, and while there remains some debate as to whether

WHY SHOULD BUSINESSES UTILIZE AWS?

it’s for the better or worse, there is no question that cloud

Given the veritable gold rush of cloud migration, it’s no

migration has improved every company’s security, flexibility,

surprise that the industry is flooded with such a massive

collaborativeness, recoverability, and competitiveness

number of cloud services. As businesses attempt to shirk

(among other things).

off their legacy systems and modernize, it’s important that

•

Security — Simple as the analogy may be, a company
housing all of its data on-premises is like a person storing

•

Beyond the obvious benefit of being attached to one of the

a good idea, but they’re one disaster away from ruin.

most technologically advanced companies in the world,

Cloud migration provides far greater protection.

AWS offers a large catalogue of resources to businesses

Flexibility — When employees or clients can access a
world of possibilities that were previously non-existent.
Collaborativeness — Given that the majority of
businesses are now utilizing cloud computing for their
workloads, collaboration between teams working in
different offices, cities, or even countries has never
been simpler.

•

undoubtedly the AWS cloud.

all of their money in their sock drawer; it may seem like

company’s assets remotely, that business opens up a

•

they adopt the best possible service on the market; that is

Recoverability — This benefit of cloud migration goes
hand in hand with security; should something go
wrong with a company’s headquarters; their data and

looking to migrate in order to help them maximize the value
they receive.
At the end of the day, most business owners want to know
how cloud migration will affect their bottom line. On average,
AWS saves businesses 31% of infrastructure costs over
what they pay on-premises, and their platform is 62% more
effective than on-site IT infrastructure management. Best
of all, in 2018 AWS had 7 times fewer downtime hours than its
next largest competitor.
When it comes to reliability and cost-efficiency, there is
simply no substitute for the AWS cloud.

applications can still be recovered remotely.
•

Competitiveness — Cloud migration is far less expensive
than many legacy systems; this allows businesses to
free up resources and even offer more competitive
prices to their clients.

It’s not difficult to see why the overwhelming majority of
contemporary businesses have already leaned into the
cloud migration trend with benefits such as these at stake.
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BUSINESS VALUE

•

Developing A Strategy — Because there are different
types of cloud migration (and because every business is

Often, the decision to migrate applications to the cloud

different) each migration strategy must necessarily be

starts with a desire to reduce costs; however, our customers

tailored to a business’ individual needs. Businesses can

find that the strategic value of migrating to AWS goes well

try to white-knuckle this process on their own, studying

beyond the cost savings of retiring legacy infrastructure.

up on “The 6 R’s” and handling their own portfolio
discovery and planning, but they’ll be far faster and

At AWS, our research and experience have led us to identify

more successful with a team of industry experts helping

eight key drivers that compel businesses to migrate to the

them.

cloud. These are:
1. Cost reduction
2. Agility and staff productivity

•

Choosing the Right Partner — When selecting a team to
assist with cloud migration, a business should look for
someone who brings experience and industry expertise
to the partnership; they should offer quantifiable results

3. Improved security and operational resilience
4. Outsourcing and hardware/software end-of-life
5. Data center consolidation
6. Digital transformation
7. Going global quickly, mergers and acquisitions (M&A)

and a clear deadline for the project. Rivet Logic provides
all of the above, allowing companies to transition from
their legacy systems in just 60 days.
The process of migrating to a cloud service does not have to
be daunting or incredibly drawn out; a strong partner in the
industry with a clear vision is all that it takes to wrap up the
process quickly.

8. New technologies (such as AI/ML and IoT)

THE THREE-PHASE MIGRATION PROCESS

AWS and Rivet Logic have helped global enterprises such

We understand that every migration is different; however,

as Marriott migrate quickly and—in many cases— begin

based on our experience with over a million active

reaching the objectives behind their business drivers almost

customers and helping organizations of all ages, industries,

immediately.

and geographies migrate to the cloud, we have seen a

TIME TO MODERNIZE: COMPLETE THE
PROCESS IN 60 DAYS

standardized migration process take shape.
This process can generally be broken into three phases
of activities: 1) Assess, 2) Mobilize and 3) Migrate and

There are a number of different elements a business might

modernize. Following this three-phase approach is the best

want to migrate to a cloud environment, but whatever level

way for your organization to efficiently and quickly migrate

of migration they are looking to complete, it’s clear that time

tens, hundreds, or thousands of applications.

is of the essence.
It is certainly possible to have completed the migration
process in 60 days, but it will require that a company
develops a clear strategy and works with a knowledgeable
partner in the space.
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“In the current dynamic business environment, organizations have to adapt
at a very rapid pace. Business agility enabled by lower-cost cloud computing
technology offers the unique ability to address this disruptive shift.”
IDC White Paper, sponsored by Amazon, “Fostering Business and Organizational
Transformation to Generate Business Value with Amazon Web Services”, February 2018

It is important to note that, while each phase is a

		

Phase 2: Mobilize

common component of a successful migration, they
are not discrete phases. In fact, when migrating many
applications, this will be an iterative process. As you
iterate and migrate more applications, you will be able
to drive repeatability and predictability in processes and
procedures, accelerating and optimizing your migration
efforts.

In this phase, you’ll address gaps in your organization’s
readiness that were uncovered during assessment,
with a focus on building your baseline environment
(the “landing zone”), driving operational readiness, and
developing cloud skills.
AWS Migration Hub automates the planning and tracking

		

Phase 1: Assess

of application migrations across multiple AWS and
partner tools, allowing you to choose the migration tools
that best fit your needs.

In this phase, you’ll assess your on-premises resources
and build a right-sized and optimized cost projection
for running applications in the cloud. A number of AWS

Phase 3: Migrate & Modernize

services and tools can help.
Our Migration Readiness Assessment is a process of
gaining insights into how far along you are in your cloud
journey, understanding your current cloud readiness
strengths and weaknesses, and building an action
plan to close identified gaps. Rivet Logic offers a free
assessment to help ensure that you have a holistic view

During this phase, each of your applications will be
designed, migrated, and validated. AWS Migration Hub
allows you to quickly get progress updates across all of
your migrations, easily identify and troubleshoot any
issues, and reduce the overall time and effort spent on
your migration projects.

of the transformation initiative that is required for an

For many applications, the best approach is to rapidly

effective move to the cloud.

move to the cloud and then rearchitect in AWS.
CloudEndure, an AWS company, provides CloudEndure
Migration to quickly rehost a large number of machines
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from multiple source platforms (physical, virtual, or another
cloud) to AWS, without worrying about compatibility,
performance disruption, long cutover windows, or longdistance data replications.
Many enterprises use the migration effort to also modernize
their businesses by refactoring their legacy technology
portfolio. Some proven ways to do this include infrastructure
automation (elastic infrastructure, containers, AI/ML),
agile development practices (DevOps, test automation,
CI/CD, observability), cloud-native architectural patterns
(stateless, microservices, serverless, data lakes), and
product-based operating models (product teams, business

IN CONCLUSION
Cloud migration has already become the new standard for
the world of business, and all the data indicates that this
trend is only going to continue to rise.
As the most efficient and established service in the
industry, the AWS cloud is the clear winner for businesses
trying to select the best platform as they transition from
legacy services. With the help of skilled experts like Rivet
Logic and a concise strategy, cloud migration can be
completed in only 60 days so companies can begin enjoying
the boundless freedom of cloud computing.

outcome alignment, full-stack vs. platform structures).
These methods accelerate innovation and increase agility,
resiliency, and efficiency to accelerate your speed to
market and customer outcomes.

RIVET LOGIC’S CLOUD MIGRATION PROCESS OVERVIEW
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RIVET LOGIC ADVANTAGES
Why Us?

Rivet Logic believes that to succeed in the modern era of customer
engagement, organizations need a solid foundation on which to provide
digital experiences across the entire spectrum of the customer experience
life cycle.

About Rivet Logic
WE BUILD RIVETING DIGITAL EXPERIENCES

Rivet Logic is an award-winning consulting, design, and systems integration firm
that helps leading organizations build riveting digital experiences and the solutions
to manage and optimize them. Rivet Logic provides digital experiences that
engage all types of users, including customers, employees, and all stakeholders.
These digital experiences are driven by content and optimized with data. Most
regarded for its deep technical expertise, Rivet Logic enables organizations to fully
leverage the power of industry-leading open source and cloud software. With offices
throughout the U.S., Rivet Logic serves clients across a wide range of industries.

Tel: +1.703.955.3480 | Email: sales@rivetlogic.com | Web: rivetlogic.com
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